2021 ALABAMA HISTORY DAY JUNIOR DIVISION

INDIVIDUAL EXHIBIT

1ST  COLTON STEELE  HAMPTON COVE MIDDLE SCHOOL, HUNTSVILLE

Cryptic Codes: Navajo Heroes of World War II

2ND  CARRAGAN ARNOLD  HAMPTON COVE MIDDLE SCHOOL, HUNTSVILLE

Moon Landing

GROUP EXHIBIT

1ST  CIEL COMA AND BRIONY LOPER  HOLY SPIRIT CATHOLIC SCHOOL, TUSCALOOSA

Cave Paintings

2ND  CHLOE MOORE, MADDI ROUNTREE & SOPHIE SUHR  HOLY SPIRIT CATHOLIC SCHOOL, TUSCALOOSA

How People Stayed in Contact
2021 ALABAMA HISTORY DAY JUNIOR DIVISION

GROUP DOCUMENTARIES

1ST BEN ECKLEY & KYLE WEGLER HAMPTON COVE MIDDLE SCHOOL, HUNTSVILLE
American Newsreels from World War II

2ND AUSTIN HEMSTREET & JOSEPH JONES HOLY SPIRIT CATHOLIC SCHOOL, TUSCALOOSA
The Printing Press

INDIVIDUAL DOCUMENTARIES

1ST AMIE CONREY PHILLIPS PREPARATORY MIDDLE SCHOOL, MOBILE
How a Paperclip Launched Communication Technology: The Story of Explorer I and Wernher von Braun

2ND SUTTON GORE WESTMINSTER CHRISTIAN ACADEMY, HUNTSVILLE
Something in the Water: Monroeville, Alabama – The Town That Tells America’s Stories

3RD MATEO INNIS-KOPELSON HOLY SPIRIT CATHOLIC SCHOOL, TUSCALOOSA
The Pony Express
2021 ALABAMA HISTORY DAY SENIOR DIVISION

GROUP DOCUMENTARY

BETHANY FORDING & HANNAH KINNEY  HOLY SPIRIT CATHOLIC SCHOOL, TUSCALOOSA
A Brief History of American Policing and Media Sensationalization

INDIVIDUAL DOCUMENTARY

1ST  DERUN KONG  INDIAN SPRINGS SCHOOL, INDIAN SPRINGS
The Cuban Missile Crisis: From Hearing to Listening

2ND  JADYN FORDING  HOLY SPIRIT CATHOLIC SCHOOL, TUSCALOOSA
The Downfall of Rock the Vote: The Costs of Youth Voting

3RD  CHARLES ABNEY  HOLY SPIRIT CATHOLIC SCHOOL, TUSCALOOSA
Holocaust Misinformation
2021 ALABAMA HISTORY DAY

JUNIOR DIVISION PAPERS

1ST RALEIGH PITTMAN HAMPTON COVE MIDDLE SCHOOL, HUNTSVILLE
World War II Propaganda Posters

2ND XANDER SMITH HAMPTON COVE MIDDLE SCHOOL, HUNTSVILLE
Transatlantic Cable Communication Impacts on Society

3RD EVELYN HIRST HAMPTON COVE MIDDLE SCHOOL, HUNTSVILLE
German by Soul, American by Mind: Marlene Dietrich

SENIOR DIVISION PAPERS

1ST HOLDEN HABERMACHER THE MONTGOMERY ACADEMY, MONTGOMERY
Saturday Night Live and Politics

2ND WILL RAY THE MONTGOMERY ACADEMY, MONTGOMERY
The Effects of Music on the Anti-War Movement

3RD FORREST DOCKERY THE MONTGOMERY ACADEMY, MONTGOMERY
The Spanish Flu: A Communication Disaster
Deception and Lies Behind the Tuskegee Syphilis Experiment

Navajo Code Talkers

Spies in Berlin: The Way Communication Changed the Cold War

Champs to Cheaters: The Houston Astros’ Sign-Stealing Scandal
2021 ALABAMA HISTORY DAY

JUNIOR DIVISION GROUP PERFORMANCE

SAVI FISTEIN & AIDEN SEABROOK | PHILLIPS PREPARATORY MIDDLE SCHOOL, MOBILE
David Farragut and the Impact of Miscommunication Throughout Our History

SENIOR DIVISION INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE

STARLYN FISTEIN | BAKER HIGH SCHOOL, MOBILE
Sophie Scholl and the White Rose: Communicating a Need for Political Change Through Literary Resistance
2021 ALABAMA HISTORY DAY SPECIAL AWARDS

ALABAMA HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION:
AMIE CONREY  PHILLIPS PREPARATORY MIDDLE SCHOOL, MOBILE
ELEANOR ANDREWS & KATIE BENDOLPH  PHILLIPS PREPARATORY MIDDLE SCHOOL, MOBILE

ALABAMA CHAPTER, INTERSTATE CHARACTER COUNCIL:
SUTTON GORE  WESTMINSTER CHRISTIAN ACADEMY, HUNTSVILLE